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Aftershocks of the Coyote Lake, California, Earthquake of August 6, 1979'
A Detailed Study
P. REASENBERG

AND
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L.

ELLSWORTH

U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 94025

Aftershockhypocentersand focal mechanismsolutionsfor the Coyote Lake, California, earthquake
reveala geometricallycomplexfault structure,consistingof multipleslip surfaces.The faultingsurface
principallyconsistsof two right steppingen echelon,northwesttrending,partially overlapping,nearly
vertical sheetsand is similar in geometryto a slip surfaceinferred for the 1966Parkfield, California,
earthquake.The overlap occurs near a prominentbend in the surfacetrace of the Calaverasfault at
San Felipe Lake. Slip during the main rupture, as inferred from the distributionof early aftershocks,
appears to have been confined to a 14-km portion of the northeasternsheet between 4- and 10-km
depth. Focal mechanismsand the hypocentraldistributionof aftershockssuggestthat the main rupture
surfaceitself is geometricallycomplex, with left steppingimbricate structure.Seismicsheardisplacement on the southwesternslip surfacecommencedsome5 hoursafter the mainshock.Aftershocksin
this zone define a singlevertical plane 8 km long between 3- and 7-km depth. Within the overlap zone
between the two main slip surfaces, the average strike of aftershock nodal planes is significantly
rotated clockwise relative to the strike of the fault zone, in close agreement with the stress
perturbationspredicted by crack interaction models. Aftershock activity in the overlap zone is not
associatedwith a simpledislocationsurface.Spaceand time clusteringwithin the entire aftershockset
suggestan alternation of seismicdisplacementbetween the componentparts of the fault zone. This
alternation is consistentwith local stress perturbationspredicted by crack interaction models. We
concludethat the fault structureis geometricallycomplexand that the displacementsthat occur on its
componentsurfacesduringthe aftershockprocessdynamicallyinteract by generatingperturbationsin
the local stress field which, in turn, control the displacements.

INTRODUCTION

On August 6, 1979, a widely felt earthquakeoccurrednear
Coyote Lake within the Calaveras fault zone, about 12 km
northeast of the city of Gilroy, California (Figure 1). This
earthquake (Mr - 5.9, Ms - 5.7) was the strongestwithin

data reveal structural features that depart significantlyfrom
simple planar models of fault zones and earthquakes but
agree well with theoretical models of crack interaction

[Segalland Pollard, 1980].Hypocenterdata of comparable

quality from the 10-year period before the earthquake also
permit
us to examine the relationship of this earthquake to
theSanAndreas
faultsystem
withinthelatitude
oftheM 8•
long-lived
features of the seismicityand possiblyto enduring
1906earthquakesinceat least 1911.Althoughthe earthqfiake
features of the fault itself.
produced only very minor surficial offsets [Lee et al., 1979],
Previous studies of aftershock sequencesfor strike slip
trilateration surveys (M. Lisowski and N. E. King, unpubearthquakes
in central California by Eaton et al. [1970] and
lished data, 1982) and aftershock studies [Lee et al., 1979;
Ellsworth
[1975]
have shown that, to first order, moderateUhrhammer, 1980] indicate that right-lateral displacements
occurredat depthalongan approximately20-km segmentof sized earthquakes (M 5-6) involve slip on nearly vertical,
the Calaveras fault extending from Coyote Lake south into essentially planar zones. In detail, some complexity in the
the Hollister trough. The earthquake also produced a re- fault plane geometry is suggestedby these studies, particumarkable suite of near-field strong-motionrecords, including larly in the case of the 1966 Parkfield earthquake (see also
two from instruments located within !0 km of the epicenter Lindh and Boore [1981]). Other studies [Bakun, 1980; Bakun
[Brady et al., 1981].These records, when combinedwith far- et al., 1980]have suggestedfault plane modelswith geometfield seismograms,place significantconstraintson the dy- ric complexities inferred from the distribution of accumulatnamic rupture [Bouchon, 1982; Nabelek and Toksbz, 1981] ed seismicmoment along faults in central California. Howand thus complement static models of the earthquake ob- ever, the location precision has previously not been
tained from geodetic data [King et al., 1981; M. Lisowski adequate to resolve the nature of the complexities. Extension of hypocentralresolutionto smallerlength scalesallows
and N. E. King, unpublisheddata, 1982].
more
detailed slip surface models to be considered. In this
In this paper we study the geometry of this earthquake, as
revealed by its aftershockhypocentersand their focal mech- paper we will consider the implicationsof the Coyote Lake
,

anisms, and examine its relationshipto the dynamic rupture,
the static displacementfield, and the mappedsurfaceexpres-

observations
for severalspecific,detailedgeometricmodels
of faults.

sion of the fault zone. The availabilityof an accurately

EARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS

measured suite of P wave travel time data (+-0.01 s) from a

denselocal network permitsus to resolvethe structureof the
hypocentral zone in three dimensionson a length scale of
about 250 m. The highly precise locationsderived from these
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright. Publishedin 1982by
the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 2B1361.

The Coyote Lake earthquake was located in the central

part of the regioncoveredby the U.S. GeologicalSurvey's
central California microearthquakenetwork. Seismograph
stationsin operationsince1969provideadequategeometric
control for the resolution of the epicenter and depth of
virtually all earthquakesof magnitude1.5 and greater in this
region (Figure 2). Precisionof epicenteris limited in routine
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Fig. 1. Map showing generalized topography and location of the major faults in the area of the August 6, 1979,
Coyote Lake, California, earthquake. The mainshockepicenter is indicated by the star. The portion of the Calaveras
fault sustainingintermittent surfacefaulting is indicatedby hachures.Elevation contoursare in feet.

analysis by a combination of timing precision, nominally
0.05 s [Reasenberg, 1980], and crustal model control. To
overcome these limitations, we have analyzed digital seismogramsobtainedfrom FM tape recordingsand have developed a specializedcrustal velocity model for the aftershock
region. The seismogramswere digitized at 100 samplesper
second and read to the nearest sample on an interactive
graphics terminal. Such data potentially permit the resolution of local hypocentraldifferencesof a few tens of meters
[Poupinet et al., 1982; Spieth, 1981]. A locally optimized
crustal model was developed from travel time data from a
subset of the earthquakes and from three calibration shots
(Figure 2) using an interactive least squares procedure
similar to that used by Crosson [1976].
The comparatively small dimensions of the aftershock
zone (20 km) when compared to the dimensions of the

stationset usedto locatethe earthquakes(100 km) accounts
for the successthat a simple homogeneousplane-parallel
layered model (Table 1), augmentedby station corrections
(Table 2), has in explainingthesetravel time data. The rootmean-square (rms) travel time residuals for earthquakes

locatedwith this modelaverage0.07 s and are significantly
smaller than those obtained from more regional velocity
models.Becausethe residualssignificantlyexceedthe reading error, estimatedto be 0.02 s [Reasenberg,1980], it is
probablethat a significantportionof the unexplainedtravel
time varianceis controlledby small-scalecrustalheterogeneity within the source region. The rms average of the
standarderrors in epicenterand depthare 0.26 km and 0.45
km, respectively, for all events located with this model.
Thurber [1981] successfullyrecovered significantfirstorder three-dimensional

features from the same data set
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Fig. 2. Map showingthe locations(solid triangles) of the seismographstationsused in this study. The mainshock
epicenter is indicated by the star. The shadedarea indicatesthe zone of aftershockepicenters.Solid circles mark sites
of calibration

shots.

analyzed here by inverting travel time data for velocity
structureand sourcelocationsusingthree-dimensionalraytracing methods. The hypocentral distribution that he obtained usingfull three-dimensionalmethodsis similar to the
result presentedhere (compare Figure 3 with Figure 5.15 of
Thurber[ 1981]). Becausetheseresultsare in goodagreement
and have comparable residual variance, we are confident
that the relative hypocenterlocationsobtained here with a
comparatively simple model are not significantlydistorted
by local crustal heterogeneity.The questionof the absolute
position of these events, however, cannot be decided with
the data available.

The locations obtained for two different

setsof stationcorrections(Table 2), shownin Figures3 and
4, satisfythe travel time data equallywell and displaynearly
identical epicentral distributions. The difference in focal
depths between sets seen in Figure 4 is controlled by the
choice of station corrections, which are different for the two

models. This illustrates that the depths are not absolutely
determined

either.

The aftershock zone grossly divides into three parts: a
northern, apparently east dipping zone (I) that bounds the
sequenceon the northeast side and is located generally north
of 37øN; a nearly vertical, shallower zone (II) that bounds
the sequenceon the southwest side and is located generally
south of 37øN; and a diffuse zone (III) that lies between
zones I and II (Figures 3b and 4b).
Location set A in Figures3a and 4a was obtainedfrom the
travel time inversion with all epicenters allowed to move
freely and with shot points held fixed at their true locations.
All epicenters located in this manner fall well to the east of
the fault. The three shots relocated with this model fall, on
average, 0.5 km northeast of their true locations. Events in
the steeplydippingnortherngroup, zone I, possiblycouldbe
projected updip to intersect the surface near the surface
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TABLE 1. LayeredVelocity Structure(Model B)
Velocity,
km/s

Depth to
Top of
Layer, km

4.842
5.391
5.695
5.889

0.00
1.50
3.00
4.25

6.132

5.5O

6.198
6.276
6.407
6.500

6.75
8.00
10.00
12.50

contrast across the Calaveras fault in this area. Following
the approachof McNally and McEvilly [ 1977],the velocity is
found to be 3 +- 1% higherto the northeastof the fault than it
is to the southwest, in agreement with Thurber's [1981]
three-dimensionalmodel. This velocity contrast, which is
not completely modeled by station corrections in the location procedure,could accountfor the northeasterlyoffsetof
the epicenters of model A from the suface trace of the fault.
Healy and Peake [1975] found a similar contrast across the
San Andreasfault in the Bear Valley region where standard
locationsalso fall about 1 km into the higher-velocitymedium (see also Engdahl and Lee [1976]).

TABLE

trace of the fault, which could account, in part, for the
apparent epicentral bias. However, the position of the

2.

Station

Corrections

southern vertical zone II cannot be reconciled in this manner

Station

Latitude,
North

Longitude,
West

Model A
Delay(s)

Model B
Delay(s)

with the active fault trace that it parallels.

CALV

37o27.07'

121o47.95
'

0.75

0.71

CAOV
CCOV
CMHV
CSCV
JALV
JBZV
JCBV
JECV
JHLV
JPLV
JRGV

37o20.96 '
37o15.46 '
37o21.57 '
37ø17.11 '
37o9.50 '
37o01.07 '
37ø6.71 '
37ø3.04'
37o6.56 '
36o58.62 '
37o2.22 '

121o31.96 '
121o40.35 '
121o45.38 '
121o46.35 '
121o50.82 '
121ø49.15 '
121o41.33 '
121ø48.56'
121o49.95 '
121o49.93 '
121o57.86 '

0.54
1.00
0.90
0.89
0.19
0.65
0.17
0.30
0.18
0.72
0.45

0.37
0.99
0.88
0.93
0.34
0.84
0.29
0.49
0.34
0.93
0.64

In setB (Figures3b and4b; Table5•, listinglocationsof
mainshock and aftershocks) the events in zone II are presumed to lie in a vertical plane directly below the surface
trace of the fault, and these events were constrained to
remain in this plane during the modeling. Free solutionsfor
all events were determined

once the model was established.

The calibration shots relocated with this model fall, on
average, 0.8 km southwest of their true locations. Given the

simplicity of our crustal model, we cannot discriminate
between the two models on a purely statisticalbasis, but we
prefer set B on the basis of the imposed geophysicalconstraint. Thurber's [1981] three-dimensional location results
also place the southern vertical zone beneath the fault trace.
Consequently,we shall interpret only set B in the remainder
of the paper.
In all, 321 aftershocks that were analyzed from digital
records, and 759 earthquakes, M -• 1.5, from January 1,
1969, to February 9, 1981, that were timed from Develocorder film records have been relocated using model B.
Although the latter set of locations is not as precise as the
former, it agrees extremely well with the aftershock locations from the digital data (compare Figure 12b with Figure
3b).
FOCAL MECHANISMS

The mainshock and 76 aftershocks were recorded with
clear first motions on a sufficient number of stations to allow

well-constrained modeling of fault plane solutions. Equalarea stereographicprojections of first-motion polarities on
the lower half of the focal sphere provided the basis of
conventional modeling of the fault plane solutions. The
mainshockand virtually all the aftershocksstudiedare best
modeled by strike slip solutions (Figure 5).
First-motion readings at stations located near the Calaveras fault clearly show the effect of lateral refraction, as has
been described by McNally and McEvilly [1977]. Polarity
readings for the mainshock, for example, cannot be fit by
any northweststriking plane unlessallowanceis made for
laterally refracted ray paths to stations BSL, CAL, CMH,
HCA, CCO, HJS, HKR, and HPH (Figure 2). Discrepancies
such as these can be used to estimate the average velocity
• Table 5 is available with entire article on microfiche. Order from
American Geophysical Union, 2000 Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. Document J82-006;$1.00. Payment must accompany order.

JRRV

37o3.27'

121ø43.61'

0.07

0.25

JSSV
JSTV
JTGV
HAZV
HBTV
HCAV
HCBV
HCOV
HCRV
HCZV

37ø10.17 '
37ø12.41 '
37ø1.71'
36o53.08 '
36ø51.01 '
37ø1.52 '
36o55.88 '
36ø53.19 '
36o57.46 '
36o54.54 '

121o55.84 '
121o47.84 '
121ø52.58'
121o35.45 '
121o33.04 '
121o29.02 '
121o39.63 '
121o42.20 '
121ø35.01 '
121o48.02 '

0.17
0.26
0.61
0.70
0.93
0.32
0.45
0.57
0.09
0.58

0.32
0.35
0.80
0.86
1.07
0.28
0.64
0.76
0.24
0.77

HDLV

36ø50.12'

121o38.64'

0.49

0.66

HFEV

36o59.00 '

121o24.09 '

0.35

0.17

HFHV

36o53.29'

121ø28.13'

0.61

0.66

HFPV
HGSV
HGWV
HJGV
HJSV
HKRV
HLTV
HMOV
HORV
HPHV
HPLV
HPRV

36o45.22 '
37o5.75 '
37ø1.02 '
36o47.88 '
36o48.99 '
36ø54.10 '
36o53.07 '
36o36.03 '
36o55.03 '
36o51.38 '
37ø3.13 '
36ø57.19 '

121o29.43 '
121o26.83 '
121o39.02 '
121o34.43 '
121o17.92 '
121o25.56 '
121o18.49 '
121o55.06 '
121o30.46 '
121o24.37 '
121017.40 '
121o41.70 '

0.71
0.37
0.10
0.63
0.58
0.82
0.43
0.39
0.38
0.98
0.39
0.38

0.78
0.15
0.30
0.75
0.45
0.77
0.26
0.53
0.48
0.94
0.08
0.58

HQRV

36o50.02'

121o12.76'

0.57

0.40

HSFV
HSLV
HSPV
BCGV
BEHV
BEMV
BJOV
BMCV
BMHV
BPCV
BSBV
BSCV
BSLV
BSRV
BVLV
BVYV

36o48.72 '
37ø1.16 '
37ø06.91 '
36o42.55 '
36o39.88 '
36o39.68 '
36o36.65 '
36o39.40 '
36ø41.17 '
36o33.90 '
36o44.27 '
36o38.50 '
36o46.53 '
36o39.99 '
36ø34.51 '
36o44.96 '

121o29.97 '
121ø5.13'
121o30.94 '
121o20.60 '
121o10.45 '
121o5.76 '
121ø18.81 '
121o21.92 '
121o24.80 '
121ø38.15 '
121ø17.21 '
121o15.59 '
121o20.96 '
121ø31.12 '
121o11.34 '
121o24.80 '

1.01
0.55
0.40
0.96
0.66
0.66
0.64
0.70
0.62
0.56
0.84
1.01
0.87
0.51
0.98
0.95

1.09
0.26
0.32
0.93
0.55
0.54
0.61
0.69
0.66
0.67
0.75
0.93
0.81
0.60
0.90
0.96
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Fig. 3. Epicentersof the aftershock
setdetermined
with locallyoptimizedcrustalmodels.Solidandbrokenlines

indicate
thesurface
traceof theCalaveras
faultmapped
by D. G. Herd(unpublished
data,1982).(a) LocationsetA,
obtained
withanunconstrained
model.(b)Location
setB, obtained
witha modelthatconstrains
somehypocenters
to
thefaultplane(seetext).Aftershock
zonesI, II, andIII areindicated
by heavystraight-line
segments.

The focal mechanism solution for the mainshock obtained the effect of the contraston a ray's positionon the focal
from localfirst-motion
data(strikeN30ø _+5øW,dip 80ø _+ sphereis symmetricwith respectto the auxiliaryplane,
5øNE, slip vector 180ø _+20ø) is in good agreementwith while a rotationin strike of a strike slip focal mechanism
teleseismicmodelingresultsof Nabelekand Toksbz[1981] solutionis asymmetric.In addition,rays passingnear the

(N37øW, 80øNE, 174ø) and with the local and teleseismic auxiliary nodal plane are unaffectedby the contrast. The
modelingresults of Liu and Helmberger [1981] (strike averagestrike of dextral nodal planesin zone I is rotated 5ø

N24øW,dip 80øNE)(Table3). Thesesolutionsagreereasonably with the local strike of the fault of N27øW. The

prominentlineationsof the epicentralclustersin zonesI and

TABLE

II (Figure3) strikeN25øWand N22øWand dip 80øNEand
90ø, respectively.

Amongthe aftershocks
the averagestrikeof theright-slip
nodal planes is N22øW, which roughly agreeswith the
average strike of the Calaveras fault in the immediate area.

There are systematicdifferencesin focal mechanismorientation amongthe epicentralzones, and within zones I and II

relativeto both the meanorientationof eachhypocentral
zone and to the local strike of the fault trace. These
differences are not considered artifacts of the identified

lateralvelocitycontrast,because,owingto its symmetry,

Source
Calnet data

3.

Mainshock

Strike

Focal Mechanism

Dip

Slip

N30 o _+ 5øW

80 ø _ 5øNE

180ø _ 20 ø

N37øW
N30øW
N32øW
N27 ø +__7øW
N20øW
N24øW

80øNE

174 ø

81øNE
90 ø _+ 15ø
90 ø
80øNE

173ø

Nabelek and ToksOz
[1981]
First
Second
Total

Uhrhammer [ 1980]
Lee et al. [1979]
Liu and Helm-

berger [ 1981]

180ø

DISTANCE (KM) FROM A-A'
-5

-lO
o-

VIEWED FROM A'

0

10

5

•

i

5

MAGNITUDE
o

10-

0.5

- 0.9

1.0-

1.4

1.5-

1.9

2.O

- 2.4

2.5

- 2.9

3.0

- 3.4

3.5

- 3.9

4.0-4.4

5.9
15

-5

(b)
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Fig. 4. Hypocenters
of theaftershock
setprojected
ontoverticalplanesperpendicular
to thelinesegments
A-A' in
Figure3. The view is fromthe southeast.
(a) LocationsetA. (b) LocationsetB. Approximate
boundaries
between
aftershock
zonesareindicatedby straight-line
segments.
The areacontaining
thesurfacetraceof theCalaveras
faultis
indicated by the shadedpatch.
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nisms are generally concordant with continued slip on the
fault. The majority of the aftershocks, and in particular the
larger events, preferentially locate on the periphery of zone I
(Figure 6). In fact, very few eventslocate within about 5 km
of the mainshockhypocenter, suggestingthat the prominent
concentration

of aftershocks

that surrounds it marks a zone

of stress concentration produced by the mainshock, while
the interior quiet zone delineates the main region of stress
release in the earthquake. The rough dimensions of the
mainshockindicatedby this observationagree well with the
estimates derived from analysis of its body waves, whereas
the total dimension of the aftershock zone does not [Nabelek
and Toksbz, 1981; Bouchon, 1982; Liu and Helmberger,
1981].

II
36ø5E

121ø3E

121ø25
'

Fig. 5. Map of lower hemisphereequal-areaprojectionsof fault
plane solutionsfor the mainshock and selected aftershocks. Averages of solution parametersfor the three epicentral zones (Figure
3b) are indicatedby the large solutiondiagramswith compressional
quadrants shaded solid. The average strike of the fault planes in
zones I and II (N24øW) is indicated by solid lines on the composite
solutiondiagrams.The averagestrike of the fault planesin zone III
(NI0øW) is indicated by the dashed line.

_+2øclockwiserelative to the averagestrike of the hypocentral cluster (Table 4). In zone II this relationshipis 5ø _ 2ø
counterclockwise.

Similar results are obtained if the local
strikes of the surface trace are used for reference. In zone III

the average strike of dextral nodal planes is rotated 15ø _ 6ø
and 12ø _+6øclockwiserelative to the strikesof the hypocentral clusters in zones I and II, respectively. The average
strike of dextral nodal planesin zone III is rotated 14ø _ 7ø
clockwise

relative to that for the aftershocks

in zones I and

II combined(Figure 5). The figuresof merit cited above for
average strikes of sets of nodal planes are standard deviationsof the meanfor the set. Correspondingfiguresof merit
for the setsbasedon the subjectivelyassesseduncertaintyin
each estimate of nodal plane strike are smaller.
GEOMETRY

OF THE AFTERSHOCK ZONE

In generalterms, the aftershockdistributionof the Coyote

While the Coyote Lake aftershock zone generally conforms to the assumedpicture of continuingslip on a simple
planar surface that is initiated by the stressredistribution of
the mainshock,it is apparent upon closer examinationthat
the geometry involved is more complex. The aftershock
hypocenters clearly suggestthe presence of multiple slip
surfaceswithin the Calaveras fault zone. At the largest scale,
in zones I and II, there appear to be two northwest trending
approximatelyplanar and nearly parallel surfacesdefinedby
the aftershocks(Figures 3 and 4). Between them (zone III),
extending from approximately 37øN to 37ø3'N, a third,
subparallel strand is also apparent. These features are more
readily seen in stereoscopicprojection (Figure 7).
The prominent sheet of hypocentersin zone I boundsthe
entire sequenceon the northeastand containsthe mainshock
hypocenter. Fault plane solutionsfor these events (Figure 8)
supportthe interpretationof this feature as a comparatively
simple, steeply east dipping planar surface. The clockwise
rotation of the average strike of dextral fault planes relative
to the hypocentral distribution and fault trace suggestsleft
stepping imbrication. In Figure 7b, hypocentral clusters
within zone I suggestthe presenceof two or three left steps,
seen at the latitude of two small left steps in the surface
trace.

Seismicitywithin zone II, principally to the southof 37øN,
forms a thin, nearly vertical sheet with right-slip nodal
planeslying within the plane of the hypocentral trend (Figure
8). The rms distance of hypocenters from a vertical plane
imbedded in the cluster is 0.17 km. Slight variations in the
strike of somefault plane solutionssuggestlocal imbrication,
branching, or warping of the zone (Figure 9). While such
features are probably below the resolution of the focal
mechanismdata, the hypocentraldata have sufficientprecision to test for such fine-scale structure. Figure 7b suggests
the presenceof a singleright step at 36ø58.8'N. The fact that
the transverse

distance

from the mean trend of zone II is

smoothlycontoured(Figure 9) supportsthe interpretation of
either low-amplitude warping or imbrication. The fact that

TABLE 4.

Averages of Fault Plane Solutions
Zone

I

Mean fault plane strike N20 ø _ 2øW
Mean fault plane dip
76ø _+2øNE
Number of fault plane 31

Zone

II

Mean strike of hypo-

earthquake.The hypocentersdefinea relatively narrow zone
that is elongatedwithin the plane of the fault. Focal mecha-

Strike of surface trace

central

N25 ø _+ løW

III

N27 ø +__
2øW N10 ø _ 6øW
85ø _+2øNE 90ø _+6ø
36
10

solutions

Lake earth,
quake appears to be typical of a strike slip

Zone

N22 ø _+ løW

cluster

N28.5 ø _+ løW N25 ø _+ løW
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the averagestrike of the dextralfault planesin this zone is
slightlyrotatedcounterclockwise
relativeto the hypocentral
trend favors right steppingimbricationon a scaleat or just
belowthe hypocentralresolution.However, we wouldcaution that such structure might be an artifact producedby
model-dependent
errors. For example, as we have shown
above (Figure 3), the epicentralpositionin the transverse
directionis a strongfunctionof the stationcorrectionsto the
crustal model. Localized variations in the 3% velocity con-

trast acrossthe fault could plausiblyproducethe result of
Figure 9. Consequently,we must concludethat in the scale
length range between a few hundred meters and several

kilometersthe zone II activity cannotbe distinguished
from
a single plane.

In zoneIII, the interpretationof a northweststrikingplane
lyingimmediatelywestof the mainshocksurface,assuggested by the hypocentraldistribution,is not supportedby the
focal mechanism solutions. Most of the events in zone III for
which we have focal mechanisms crosscut the trend of the

entirezone. Thesecomplications,
whichare apparentin the
stereoscopic
views, in Figure8b in particular,suggestthat
eventsin zone III many originateon splaysemanatingfrom
the mainshocksurfaceeither as low-angle dextral shears,as

illustrated,or as high-anglesinistralshears.However,linear
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(a)

(b)

ß
.•
".•- +-I'
,

ß

Fig.7. Stereoscopic
views
oflocation
setB (Figures
3band4b).Hypocenters
areindicated
byjacksymbols

proportional
in sizeto magnitude.
Theboxisbounded
by36ø55'N,
37ø10'N,
i21ø25'W,
and121ø35'W,
between
the
surface
and10-km
depth,
withintermediate
divisions
shown
at 37øN,
121ø30'W
and5-kmdepth.
Thetraceofthe
Calaveras
faultmapped
byD. G. Herd(unpublished
data,1982)
isshown
onthesurface.
A cubewith1-kmsides
is

shown
forreference.
(a)Viewfrom
thesoutheast,
(b)Viewfrom
above.
Thestereoscopic
projections
inFigures
7and8
were
prepared
using
a computer
program
written
byGerman
andJohnson
[1982]
andcanbeviewed
withanordinary
stereoscope.
clusteringof hypocenters
alignedwith the strikesof these offsetby a 2-kmrightstepneartheirfacingtips.Virtuallyall
mechanisms
is not apparentin zone I or III.
of the seismicity
lies on the boundingplanesor in the zone

In overview,the aftershock
zonecan be generallyde- betweenthem. Focal mechanisms
for earthquakes
on the
two mainplanesconformwith horizontalstrikeslipmotion

scribedas two roughlyplanardislocationsurfacesthat are
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Stereoscopicviews of fault plane solutionsfor the mainshockand 76 aftershocks.Each circle symbol,
centeredon a hypocenter,is orientedin the planeof slip. The diameterindicatesthe directionof slip. Symbolsizeis
proportionalto magnitude.A cubewith 1-km sidesis shownfor reference.See Figure7 for furtherexplanation.

across them. Complications in hypocentral clustering and
focal mechanismorientation suggesta complex geometry of
the slip surface in zone I. Left stepping imbrication is
consistentwith these observations. Aftershock activity within zone III (the interior zone) generally crosscutsthe step

and is not unambiguouslyassociatedwith a particularfault
geometry.

The location of the right step in the aftershock zone
correlates well with the position of a major complicationin
the surfacetrace of the fault (Figures 1,and 3). This compli-
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cationat San Felipe Lake marksthe point where the fault
trace emergesfrom the Hollister troughand climbsonto the
westernfoothillsof the Diablo Rangethat flank the Santa
Clara Valley on the east. As the fault trace leaves the
Hollistertrough,its strikeis deflectedto the west, while the
deeperactivity at this point shiftsto the east. A concentration in accumulatedseismicmoment for the aftershocksnear

eventsin thesezonesto be h = 0.65 + 0.07 (163events)and
h = 0.96 _+0.09 (82 events),respectively.
For a detailed view of the space-timeevolution of the
aftershocksequence,hypocenterset B is preferableto the
18-monthsetbecausebothits inclusionof small(Mr < 1.5)
events and its high hypocentralprecisionallow greater
resolutionof space-timepatternsin the sequence.Over the
60-day period the length of the active portion of zone I
increases
bilaterallyfrom 14km duringthe firstfew hoursto

this surface complicationled Bakun [1980] to infer the
presenceof a right steppingoffsetof the slip surface.Thus
whilethereis goodagreementbetweenthe grossstructural 25 km after 60 days.Activityin zoneII graduallymigrates
features,theredoesnot appearto be a simplegeometric toward the southeast.Separate plots of the space-time
relationship
betweenthefinerfeaturesin thesurfaceexpres- evolutionof the sequencefor the three epicentralzones

sionof the faultandstructures
inferredat depth.
TEMPORAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AFTERSHOCKZONE

During the first 18 monthsof the sequencethe rate of
aftershockoccurrence(ML --> 1.5) as a function of time
closelyfollowsan inversepowerlaw
(d/dt)n(t)= ct-h
(Figure 10). The maximum likelihood estimate of h was

determined,
usingthe methodof Page[1968],to be h = 0.73
-+ 0.04 (314 events, 95% confidence).After 18 monthsthe

(Figure 11) revealdistinctlydifferentpatternsof developmentand suggestsignificant
dynamicinteractionof the slip
surfaces.

Duringthe first5.5 hours,aftershockepicentersare essentially confined to zone I from 5 km northwest to 9 km

southeastof the mainshockepicenter.Most of the largerof
these events occur below 7-km depth southeastof the
mainshockepicenter.Someshallowactivityoccursin zone
III at thistime. After the occurrenceof the largestaftershock
in the sequence(Mr = 4.0; August6, 2233 UT), zone II
activatesabove7-kmdepth,zoneIII activityintensifies,
and

rateof earthquakes
hadreturnedto the 10-yearbackground the deep activity in zone I extendsfurther to the southeast.
level(forML > 1.5)of 3.6eventspermonth.CorrespondingDuringthe intervalfrom 1 to 9 days after the mainshock,
ratesfor the aftershocks
in zoneI andzoneII alsoclosely aftershocks
in thecentralportionof zoneI completely
cease

follow an inversepowerlaw. Maximumlikelihoodestimates (see also Figure 6). Activity in zonesII and III continuesto
of h were separatelydetermined(95% confidence)
for the decay at constantrate. Deep aftershocksin the southeast
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portion of zone I, which during the first 24 hours of the
sequencemarked the southeastedge of activity in this zone,
now increasein frequency and advance 7 km southeast.This
deep activity closely parallels and coincides in time with

compensatefor a systematic change in the network's measurement procedure. The locations of these events (Figures
12 and 13) show that the three main zones observed in the
aftershocksequencewere also active in the years before the
seismicity in zone II, undercuttingit to the northeast. Coyote Lake earthquake. Thus it is clear that the 1979
Seismicityon the central portion of zone I resumesabout 10 sequenceinvolved movement on preexisting componentsof
days after the mainshock,after the considerablydeeper slip the compositefault zone. However, the grossdistribution of
alongthe southeastportion of the samezone hasoccurred.It
events within the zones shows some significant variations
also follows the southeastwardmigration of activity in zone before and after the event.
II.
Perhaps the most significantfeature of the preearthquake
activity is the relative concentrationof events at both endsof
RELATIONSHIP TO LONGER-TERM SEISMICITY
the aftershock zone [Bakun, 1980]. The localized concentration along the northern end of zone I is particularly promiThus far we have consideredthe Coyote Lake sequencein
isolation. However, it is known that this segment of the
nent. The earthquakesof this spatialcluster beganat least 10
Calaverasfault was seismicallyactive well before the August years before the 1979earthquakeand occurred both as brief
1979 earthquake [Bakun, 1980]. Continuous microearth- sequencesand as isolated events (Figure 14). It is interesting
quake monitoring that began in 1969provides the basisfor a to note that one such sequence occurred less than a day
detailed comparisonof hypocentral locationsfor all events before the M 5.1 1974ThanksgivingDay earthquake, located
of M ->1.5 that occurred in the decade precedingthe August 20 km to the south-southeast, on the Busch fault, and
6, 1979, earthquake. The magnitudesof earthquakes occur- activity in this zone was unusually high for several months
ring after April 27, 1977, have been increasedby 0.1 unit to thereafter.
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Within the resolutionof thesedata the mainshockhypocenterlocatesexactly at the southeastend of the preearthquake, zone I cluster. This preearthquakesourceconcentration falls within the central quiet portion of the aftershock
zoneand appearsto have beenobliteratedby the mainshock.
Conceivably, this cluster represents a critically stressed
asperityor barrier that wasparticularlyresponsiveto regional stresschangesand that was relieved by slip in the
mainshock.Similar concentrationsof activity in the years
precedingother moderate-sizedCaliforniaearthquakeshave
been observed elsewhere [e.g., Wesson and Ellsworth,
1973].The central California earthquakesof February 24 and

27, 1972,clearly showedthis type of preeventconcentration
of activity near the impendingmainshockhypocenter[Ellsworth, 1975]. Ishida and Kanamori [1978] showed that the

1971SanFernando,California,earthquakewasprecededby
a similar concentration

of events located at or near the

mainshockepicenter. They also presentedevidence for a
similarconcentrationof eventsin the epicentralregionof the
1952Kern County, California, earthquake[Ishida and Kanamori, 1980].

Taking a longer-termview of seismicityat Coyote Lake,
we note that while this segment of the fault produces
frequent small earthquakes,there is only one other earth-
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quake comparable in size to the 1979 event in the historic
record. Historical accounts and intensity data analyzed by
Toppozada et al. [ 1981] indicate that the M 6 earthquake of
June 20, 1897, occurred along the same segment of the
Calaveras fault system as the 1979 event. If the 1979
earthquake representsa repeat of the 1897 event, then it is
possiblethat the hypocentralregion of the fault was locked
for as much as 82 years between events. This places an
upper limit on the slip deficit accumulatedbetween events of
about 1.2 m, assuminga loading velocity of 1.5 cm/yr (M.
Lisowski and N. E. King, unpublisheddata, 1982). Because
the fault is creepingat the surfaceand appearsto be moving
in rigid block motion [Savage et al., 1979; Prescott et al.,
1981], the total slip deficit could be much less, as the fault
might be retarded but not totally locked in the hypocentral
region. The dimensionof any locked zone must be of limited
spatial extent in order to satisfy the block motion requirement imposed by the geodetic data.
Such complicationsnotwithstanding,the hypocentral region was undoubtedly locked for many years, as evidenced
by the strong-motion recordings of the earthquake that
indicate a main rupture dislocation of 1.2 m [Liu and
Helmberger, 1981]. While the coincidenceof this estimate
with the slip deficit is probably fortuitous, we suggestthat
the available evidence requires that the fault contain firstorder mechanicalheterogeneityto produceinfrequentstrong
earthquakes and highly clustered microseismicitywithin a
general framework of rigid block motion.

DISCUSSION

Models of faults usually possessgeometriescomposedof a
small number of planar elements. At long wavelengths,both
the observed static displacementfield and energy radiated
from faults generally agree well with planar dislocation
models. However, fault zones and earthquakeruptures, as
mapped on the surface, are invariably more complex in
character. In an elegant series of statistical studies of the
spatial distribution of earthquakes, Kagan and Knopoff
[1980] and Kagan [1981a, b] demonstratedthat earthquake
epicentersgenerally locate on planar structuresbut that a
simple single-planemodel may be inadequateto explain the
higher-order moment function behavior of the distributions.
Visual perceptionof mapped seismicityindeed suggeststhat
earthquakesoccur on multiple planar structures.To explain
their observationsof scaleindependenceor self-similarityof
the spatial distribution, they suggesta stochasticmodel in
which earthquakes occur on an infinite number of planar
faults, only the largest of which are resolved by seismic
location. As a reference point for our discussionwe shall
introduce four simple conceptual models of faults that are
motivated, in part, by the property of self-similarity.Each
model has, at the smallest scale, a dislocation surface as its
elemental form. The models considered are (1) a single
quasi-planar slip surface, free of branches (a transverse
cross section is a single continuous line), (2) a branched
compositeslip surface(a transversecross sectionresembles
a splayedfault trace), (3) an imbricate shearzone composed
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shown here in Figure 15. Failure contoursfor this case are
similar to those for the nonoverlappingright-step case [Seshear zone in which discrete surfaces are numerous and
gall and Pollard, 1980, Figure 1ld]. Failure can occurwhen
relatively unclustered (a transverse cross section resembles F > 1. The zone mostlikely to fail is a wide bandconnecting
the crack tips. The epicenters in zone III map a structure
a scattered field of line segments).
Eachmodelhasan obviousphysicalmotivationandcan resemblingthe F -> 2 band (compareFigures3b and 7b with
be defined over a range of scale lengthsappropriateto the Figure 15), although without certain identification of the
data. Models 1, 2, and 3 suggest predominantly brittle main crack tips this observationmust be consideredtentadeformation processes; in model 4, significant aseismic tive. The crack model used is two dimensional, while the
deformationmust accompanythe seismicslip. Extension of hypocentralclusterssuggestslip surfacesin zonesI and II at
the scale length range conceptually links each model with a significantlydifferent but overlappingdepth ranges(Figure
4b). Intuitively, the correspondingF -> 2 zone of failure for
self-similarcounterpart.
Within this context we consider the implications of our the three-dimensional case at hand would be a dipping
observations for geometric models of the Coyote Lake
structureconnectingthe crack tips. The stereoscopicviews
earthquake. From both the spatial distributionof hypocen- in Figures 7b and 8b supportthis interpretation.
ters and the focal mechanism solutions, on a scale of 3-30
Studies of frictional sliding [e.g., Byerice, 1968] indicate
km, the faulting surface appearsto be adequatelydescribed that shear fractures are most likely to occur on planes
by two en echelonquasi-planar(model 1) dislocations.On a oriented approximately60ø to the local minimum compresscale of 0.3-3 km, finer departures from model 1 are sion, •r•. Figure 15 illustratesthe clockwiserotationof •r• in
apparent. Left steppingimbrication (model 3) is suggestedin the region surroundingthe crack tips due to the presenceof
zone I, while in zone II the hypocentraldistributionsuggests the cracks. The maximum perturbation of the local stress
a single fight step. In zone III the geometry of faulting is orientation occurs in the overlap zone, where o-• is rotated
perhapsleasteasily interpreted.The simplefaultingof model 15ø-20øclockwise relative to the far-field minimum compres1 is not consistent with the observations of focal mechanisms
sion. The observedrotation of the averagefocal mechanism
and hypocenters, nor is there clear evidence for imbrication in zone III, relative to that in zones I and II, is in good
within this zone. While splay complications(model 2) ema- agreementwith the predicted stressperturbation. The total
stress within the overlap zone is thus apparently more
nating from the mainshock surface are suggestedby the
dextral fault plane solutions in Figure 8b, the hypocentral stronglycontrolled by the displacementson the bounding
locations do not support this interpretation. With these
observations,one cannot eliminate the possibilitythat faulting in zone III may consist of isolated brittle fractures
scattered throughout a region of predominantly aseismic
of unconnected slip surfaces (a transverse cross section is
composedof en echelon steppingline segments),and (4) a

deformation (model 4).
Let us look in detail at the stressespresent within the
overlap zone. The model presented by Segall and Pollard
[1980] provides a straightforward formulation of the stress
field perturbations introduced by slip on multiple planar
cracks in a homogeneouslinear elastic material under uniform shear stress. For a vertical strike slip fault (their mode
III crack) the radius within which the magnitude of the
perturbing stress is greater than that of the applied stress
(• = 0.5) is equal to the vertical dimension of the fault.
Within this critical interaction distance, deformation is essentially controlled by the perturbing stress. Lower bounds
on critical

interaction

distances

for the fault

surfaces

in this critical

-5 -• -8 -8 -5 -/•

-6

-7

-9

-12

zone.

The stress distribution between two overlapping right
steppingechelon cracks was calculated by Segall and Pollard [1980] for the geometry shown in their Figure 9. The
resulting rotation of •r• and failure condition contours are

-II

//

•

in

zones I and II inferred from the hypocentral distribution are
thus approximately 8 km and 4 km, respectively (Figure 6).
Sincethe stepoffsetbetweenthesetwo partially overlapping
surfacesis about 2 km, each fault segmentis strongly under
the influence of the stress perturbationsintroduced by slip
on the other. The hypocentral resolution in this study allows
identification with high certainty of a subsetof aftershocks
that locate strictly within the region boundedby the overlap
of the two main slip surfaces(zone III in Figure 3b). Thus we
can evaluatethe applicabilityof the Segalland Pollardmodel
in the vicinity of two interacting cracks qualitatively and to
some degree quantitatively by comparingthe details of the
predicted stressfield with the distribution and orientation of
aftershocks

-4 -5 -5 -5 -$ -$/ -4 -$

1•3

I
6',\ 4

3 -5 -8 -8 -6 -5

-2 -• -4/ -• -• -5 -5 -5 -4
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Fig. 15. State of stresscalculatedin the vicinity of the overlap
of a right steppingen echelonpair of cracks having d/a = 0.1 and
s/a = -0.1 [See Segall and Pollard, 1980]. The diagram at the top
illustrates crack geometry and applied stress. Numbers plotted
indicate clockwise rotation in degrees of the minimum principal
stress o-• relative to its orientation at infinity. Curved lines are
contours of shear failure condition F [Segall and Pollard, 1980].
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slip surfacesthan it is by the far-field stressthat drives the
entire fault system.
The role of the geometry of a preexistingfault surface in
controlling the progress and termination of a propagating
shear rupture has been consideredin several recent investigations.One well-studiedexampleof a shearrupturethought
to be controlled by fault geometry is the 1966 Parkfield,
California, earthquake [Bakun and McEvilly, 1979; Segall
and Pollard, 1980; Lindh and Boore, 1981]. There are
several striking similarities between the fault geometriesat
Parkfield and at Coyote Lake. The relative size and position
of the main and secondaryslip planesand the location of the
mainshockhypocenterand fault offset are virtually the same
for thesetwo earthquakes(compareFigure 6 with Lindh and
Boore's [1981] Figure 15a). In both cases the rupture is
interpreted to have proceeded toward the fight step and
terminatednear it. Secondaryslipthereafteroccurredacross
the stepon the en echelonsegment.Within the overlapzone,
evidencefor clockwise rotation of principal stressorientation exists at Coyote Lake, from first-motion data, in the
average strike of aftershock nodal planes and at Parkfield
from near-field acceleration records, in the strike of an

inferreddip slip secondaryeventoccurringjust after cessation of the main rupture [Lindh and Boore, 1981].For these
two events, then, the overlappingstepin the fault essentially
controlled the main rupture termination and significantfeatures of the aftershock sequence.
On a finer scale, observationsof both earthquakessuggest
imbricate structure on the main rupture surface. At Parkfield, while not a statistically significant observation, the
rotation by a few degrees of the average aftershock strike
relative to the strike of the hypocentralclusters[Eaton et al.,
1970] is consistentwith a complex rupture surfacepossessing a fine-scaleimbricate structure, as there appearsto be on
the main rupture at Coyote Lake.
It is tempting to generalize from these two earthquakes
and to speculatethat the observedcomplicationsin the fault
geometry and rupture process arose from a mode of shear
failure that is basicallymore complexthan that suggestedby
the planar modelsheretofore considered.For example, gross
strike slip or dip slip displacementmay be entirely accommodatedby displacementsdistributedover a complex, hierarchical system of en echelon or imbricate surfaces, over a
wide range of length scales. An effect of such a geometry
upon the modeled source parameters of the earthquake
would be to increasethe stressdrop over that estimatedfor a
simpleplanar model [Madariaga, 1979]. Numerousgeologic
examples of strike slip and dip slip faults exhibiting en

echelondiscontinuities
at all lengthscales
from10-2 to 105m
have been summarized by Segall and Pollard [1980].
From a statisticalviewpoint the temporal developmentof
the aftershock zone reflects the gross time behavior of the
processesoccurringafter the mainshock.With time the zone
expands in size through the activation of more distant
elements of the fault system. This growth process is tempered by the rapid decline in event frequency, which effectively terminates the seismic strain redistribution process.
The rates of decay of aftershock frequency for the entire
sequenceand for zone 1 alone are unusually low, while the
rate for zone II is within the normally observed range of 0.9
-< h -< 1.3 [Mogi, 1962;Page, 1968]. A possibleexplanation
for these low decay rates lies in the hypothesis that the
seismicity of zone I may be composed of two or more

secondary aftershock sequenceswith staggeredstarting
times and normal decay rates. The abrupt decrease in the
rate of decay of aftershock frequency in zone I between
approximately 0.5 and 1 month after the mainshock(Figures
10 and 11) may mark the onset of one such secondary
sequence.This hypothesisis consistentwith the suggestion
of geometriccomplexity of the slip surfacein zone I, where
the component branches of the suggestedslip surface provide possiblesitesfor subsequencesof aftershocks.Alternatively, the earthquakesin zone I may representa superposition of two or more processeswith different time constants.
For example, the processthat controlsaftershocksequences
with normal frequency decay rates may be masked, in the
cumulativeoccurrencerate, by a simultaneous,more slowly
decaying process.
The fact that this portion of the Calaveras fault creeps
suggeststhat during the 18 months after the mainshock, zone
I may have been both creeping at an accelerated rate and
eroding stressconcentrationssurroundingthe main rupture.
Surfaceslip alongthe fault estimatedfrom geodeticmeasurements (M. Lisowski and N. E. King, unpublisheddata, 1982)
for the 15-month period beginning 3 days after the mainshockwas 2.5-3 times greaterin zonesI and III than in zone
II, while coseismicsurface slip (that occufing during the 3
days following the mainshock) in zone II was 2-5 times
greater than that in zones I and III. This contrast in the
temporal development of surface slip is consistentwith the
hypothesisof continuingslip at depth in zones I and III, and
not in zone II, during the aftershockperiod.
We turn now to the question of the dynamic interaction
between the slip surfaces. Owing to the presence of an
approximately 3ø azimuthal angle between the strikes of the
two main hypocentral clusters, zone II lies in a volume
expected to undergo a reduction of normal stress and an
increasein shear stressin responseto dextral slip in zone I
[Segall and Pollard, 1980]. Induced slip in zone II is therefore an expected consequenceof the mainshock rupture.
Similarily, the portion of zone I experiencing a complete
hiatus of activity 1-9 days after the mainshock lies in a
volume expected to undergo an.increasein normal stressin
responseto dextral slip on zone II. The deep activity in zone
I south of 37øN occurs in a volume expected to undergo an
increase in shear stress in responseto the shallow slip in
zone II (see, for example Chinnery [1963, Figure 4a]).
Apparently, a complex sequence of displacements,as inferred from the seismic activity, began with the mainshock
rupture. The resulting stressredistributiontriggereda separate slip sequence that began 5.5 hours later in zone II
(Figure 11). The displacementin zone II, in turn, introduced
a local stressperturbation that temporarily locked the central portion of zone I. This alternation of displacementon
zones I and II resemblesthe behavior of a frictional escapement, a mechanism of stress reduction with intermittent

motion characteristicof some coupled mechanicalsystems
(see, for example, Bickford [1972]).
In conclusion, these observations of the Coyote Lake
earthquake sequence suggest that the fault structure is
geometricallycomplex and that the displacementsthat occur
on its component surfaces are part of a self-interacting
systemof stressredistribution. Observedspace-timemodulation of the aftershock activity on branches of the fault
structure is qualitatively consistent with local stress field
perturbationspredicted by a simple crack-stressmodel and
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modeled seismicdisplacements.Observedrotation of fault
orientationwithin the overlap zone is in quantitative agreement with the samemodel. The picture of the fault zone that
emerges is one of a geometrically complex slip surface
structuresustainingasynchronousdisplacementson its component parts.
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